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Sticky Note
Speaker's notes: Hello, everyone. I’m Sadie Roosa, and I’m the Collection Strategist for Repository Services at MIT Libraries. Today, I’m going to be talking about the accessibility of content in our institutional repositories and how work on this should affect agreements with publishers.




Definitions
Open Access: “a publishing model for scholarly communication that makes 
research information available to readers at no cost”

Open Science: “is the movement to make scientific research and data 
accessible to all”

Accessibility: “when a person with a disability is afforded the opportunity to 
acquire the same information, engage in the same interactions, and enjoy 
the same services as a person without a disability in an equally integrated 
and equally effective manner, with substantially equivalent ease of use.”
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Speaker's notes: At this point there have been many presentations, articles, and conversations about the way that our current Open Access practices don’t actually make content completely open. One of the ways “open” content isn’t fully open is that so much of it can’t be as meaningfully consumed by all users, especially those that use screen readers or otherwise have print disabilities. 




Definitions

Author Accepted Manuscript (AAM) - the final peer-reviewed 
version of an article before publisher copy editing and formatting 
is applied (13,478 Items; 37.4% of DSpace@MIT OA Articles)

Version of Record (VoR) - the version of an article put out by 
the publisher with copy editing and formatting (20,860 items; 
57.9% of DSpace@MIT OA Articles)
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Speaker's notes: For this presentation, when I talk about scholarly articles, I’m talking about the two versions that are most common in MIT’s OA collection, both of which are usually shared as PDFs. The Author Accepted Manuscript is a peer reviewed version of the article, but it hasn’t yet been copyedited or formatted by the publisher. The Version of Record is what the publisher shares out on their site. I share these definitions partially to be clear in my use of jargon, and partially because it’s important to know who has put what effort into the creation of each version, especially if we’re talking about how much money is exchanged between universities and publishers. 



Improvement over time?

It’s exactly 
the same, 
year after 
year!
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Speaker's notes: One of the reasons I started with PDFs is because I know there has been a lot of work about making accessible PDFs, and I thought maybe as that work was done and more tools were developed that the accessibility of PDFs would be getting better over time. From analyzing a representative sample of MIT’s OA articles for accessibility criteria that I was able to automatically check using Adobe Acrobat, I determined that there was no increase in compliance with those accessibility criteria for either VoRs or AAMs between 2009 and 2020. Clearly we need to force some action or nothing will happen.



Someone needs to take responsibility

Accessibility should be 

Provided as a value-added service

AND/OR

Not inhibited by any publisher agreements
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Speaker's notes: I look at it like this. Someone or all of us have to take the responsibility and actually start doing something. Either we need the publishers to be making the content accessible, or we need to make sure there’s nothing in our publisher agreements that will get in the way of libraries doing the work ourselves. 



Accessibility takes a lot of work!!!

Some checks must be done by a human to be meaningful.
Carefully designed and implemented authoring/editing and file 
generating practices can go a long way, but not all the way
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Speaker's notes: And as I’m insisting on this responsibility, I also want to take the time to recognize that making content accessible takes time and resources. The work often has a manual component, even if some of it can be automated. And to automate as much of it as possible, it takes a good deal of effort up front to create a system that supports best practices. 



Accessibility approaches

Formats
• PDF/UA
• EPUB 
• HTML (which some 

publishers already 
provide on their sites for 
gold OA articles)

Processing/Workflows
• Require accessible version on 

deposit
• Record accessibility 

compliance on deposit
• Offer remediation on request
• Remediate based on use
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Speaker's notes: I also wanted to point out that while we currently rely on PDFs in traditional scholarly publishing contexts, there are other options that we can and should explore. EPUBs and HTML are both recognized for how much more compatible they are with screen readers. Within a repository there are also many ways accessibility enhancing workflows can be implemented, including tracking accessibility compliance, remediation efforts, and possibly more extreme measures. 



Do we have the rights?
Versions of Record

• 36.8% licensed openly, 
allowing at least for non-
commercial derivatives

• 59.3% deposited under a 
publisher policy

Author Accepted Manuscripts

• 66% licensed openly, 
allowing at least for non-
commercial derivatives

• 20.9% deposited under a 
publisher policy  

Totals: 
● 49.6% licensed openly allowing at least non-commercial 

derivatives
● 42.6 % deposited under a publisher policy
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Speaker's notes: Now when we talk about experimenting with new formats, policies, and workflows in our institutional repositories, it’s important to ask if there are any barriers to us doing so. If we start with a deposited PDF, doing an accessibility remediation to generate an accessible copy for a specific screen reader user is more than likely a fair use; however, making that remediated version the main file that’s available to anyone downloading the work is slightly less strong of a case. Converting the information into an entirely different format, such as an html version on a webpage, is even less of a strong fair use case. So if we don’t have explicitly clear rights to make noncommercial derivatives of a work, which is the case for about 50% of the content in MIT’s OA collection, then we are limited in what we can do to meet accessibility needs.



MIT Framework for Publisher Contracts

Core Principles

• No waivers
• Rights retention/Generous 

reuse rights
• Autodeposit

• Computational access
• Long-term digital 

preservation and access
• Transparent cost-based 

pricing for value-added 
serviceshttps://libraries.mit.edu/scholarly/publishing/framework/

https://libraries.mit.edu/scholarly/publishing/framework/
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Speaker's notes: As I started making a list of everything we would need in our publisher agreements to be able to experiment around the accessibility of OA articles in the IR, my list started to look a lot like another list that I’ve become familiar with. The MIT Framework for Publisher Contracts is based around 6 principles, many of which would not just help us make content available in front of a paywall, but would also help us make more of our content accessible. I’m going to go through the way some of these specifically interact with accessibility work, but across the board my point is that while we’re using these principles in our negotiations, we should emphasize that their impact on accessibility efforts is an important part of how the Framework can be used to push for a more equitable scholarly communications system. 



Experimentation encouraged!

“The MIT Libraries negotiations team uses a principles 
based approach exploring all areas of the Framework, 
generating options, and seeking to advance mutual 
interests of both parties.” 

– MIT Libraries Negotiations Team
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Speaker's notes: And I also want to thrown in that, just like for other parts of agreements to increase openness, there is room for experimentation around how to address accessibility needs.



Cost-based payments for value added 
services
YES to paying for something that costs the publisher additional 

money and provides a greater value to our users

NO to paying for the publisher to pass the work onto the authors

NO to paying year over year for the publishers to update a 

system once
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Speaker's notes: Now on to the specific principles. Accessibility work done by publishers would be a value-added service, which I think we’d be willing to pay for, as long as the costs were actually being undertaken by the publisher and the effort wasn’t being passed along to the author who is not being compensated for the additional labor. 
If the publisher implemented a technical system to make accessibility compliance easier, then we might pay for some up front costs, but perhaps we don’t want to pay as much year over year if it’s not continuing to cost the publisher that much money each year.



Rights retention

Principle: No author will be required to relinquish copyright, but 
instead will be provided with options that enable publication while 
also providing authors with generous reuse rights. 

Outcome: Authors and libraries have the rights to create and 
share more accessible derivatives
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Speaker's notes: If authors retain copyright and generous reuse rights, then there’s no licensing barriers to authors and libraries making and sharing more accessible derivatives of works. 



No OA policy waivers and Direct deposit

Principle: No author will be required to waive any institutional or 
funder open access policy to publish in any of the publisher’s 
journals.
Principle: Publishers will directly deposit scholarly articles in 
institutional repositories immediately upon publication or will 
provide tools/mechanisms that facilitate immediate deposit.
Outcome: Deposited copies can fall under repository’s 
accessibility efforts
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Speaker's notes: Clearly, we want authors to be able to use all possible methods to make their work OA, including OA policies, which we don’t want publishers to make them waive. Additionally autodeposits are a great way to increase the amount of content deposited into the IR. Because both of these principles increase the amount of content in the IR, they not only increase how much research is available in front of a paywall, but they also increase the number of articles that can fall under the accessibility efforts and workflows implemented by libraries. 
One thing to keep in mind is that if publishers are doing the accessibility work, then it will likely only be reflected in the Version of Record, which means that’s the version that we would want autodeposited into the IR.



Computational access

Principle: Publishers will provide computational access to 
subscribed content as a standard part of all contracts, with no 
restrictions on non-consumptive, computational analysis of the 
corpus of subscribed content.

Outcome: Many screen reader accessibility criteria increase the 
usefulness and meaningfulness of computational access to the 
content of articles
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Speaker's notes: Accessibility efforts, especially for screen reader users, have a lot benefits to computational access. If we’re talking about computational access with publishers, why not give them the one two punch of both more meaningful computational access AND more accessibility?



Next steps
• Transparent accessibility costs from publishers 
• Rights retention and strong green OA, while repositories take on 

accessibility improvements
• Determine how to assess accessibility compliance (criteria, tools, 

processes, oversight)
• Continue to make improvements towards remediating existing 

inaccessible scholarly work
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Speaker's notes: Ultimately, accessibility already falls in line with what we’re doing. If we’re comfortable giving publishers the money to do the accessibility work themselves, then that needs to fall under the same transparency measures we’re expecting for other services. If we want to undertake the accessibility work ourselves, then we need to use the importance of accessibility to add even more thrust behind the arguments that support rights retention and green OA. Even getting these in place will not be the end of this work. We’ll still need to determine how to assess accessibility compliance as well as handle the existing corpus of inaccessible scholarly work. But now is the time to take these important first steps. 
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Speaker's notes: Here are some resources that impacted my thinking and ideas around this. 
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Thank you!

Sadie Roosa
sroosa@mit.edu
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